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Subject Name: Atomic and Molecular Physics
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Answer any twenty five (25) questions. All questions are multiple choice type and carry equal marks.
Answers have to be written in answer-scripts only. All calculations and derivations have to be shown

1.Consider a homo-nuclear diatomic molecule. If the mass of electron and nucleus are m and M respectively, the
ratios of electronic energy (Ee), vibrational energy (Ev) and rotational energy (Er) of the molecule are approximately
(i) t;:Ev: t,= (m/M) : (m/M)1/2 : (m/M)2 (ii)Ee : t., t,= 1: (m/M)1/2 : (m/M)
(iii) Ee : Ev: E, = (m/M) :(m/M)2 : (m/M)1/2 (iv) Ee : Ev: E, = 1:(m/M) : (m/M)1/2

T, =i(-:~v~,)& V is potential.
1=1

If ljJ(R, rv r1, .... rn) = Lq Fq(R)¢q (R, rl, r1, .... rn), where ¢q are the solution of electronic wave equation with
eigen value Eq (R), then the Born Oppenheimer approximated wave equation for the reduced mass of nuclei is

(i{- ;: [Fq(R)V~¢q + 2VR¢q- VRFq(R)] + Eq(R)¢qFq(R) - E¢qFq(R)) = 0;

(ii) (- ;: [Fq(R)V~¢q + ¢qV~Fq(R)] + Eq(R)¢qFq(R) - E¢qFq(R)) = 0

(iii) Fq(R) (- ;: V~ + Eq(R) - E) ¢q = 0;

(iv)¢q (- ;: V~ + Eq(R) - E) Fq(R) = 0

2. The Schrodinger equation for a diatomic molecule is given by

h2

(TN + Te + V - E)ljJ(R, r1,r1, .... rn) = 0, where TN = - 211V~,

3. If the angular part of the nuclear wave equation has eigen value 3(3 + 1)h2 and the Eq (R)is Taylor expanded
around the stable equilibrium separation (Ro) of nuclei then the rotational constant (B) for the rotational energy
levels of a diatomic molecule is given by

(
.) h2 ( .. ) 2h2 ( ... ) h2 (.) h

2
I -2 ; II -2; III --2; IV --2
/lRo /lRo 2/lRo 4/lRo

4. Which ofthe following correctly represent the radial part ofthe nuclear wave equation? Eq(Ro), E:3, and E are
the electronic energy in q" state, rotational energy and total energy of a homo-nuclear diatomic molecule .

. ( h2 2 1 (d2Eq) )(I) --VR - - -2 (R - Ro) + Eq(Ro) + E:3 - E tVv(R) = 0
2/l 2 dR Ro

.. ( h2 2 1 (d2Eq) )(II) --VR + - -2 (R - Ro) - Eq(Ro) + E:3- E tVv(R) = 0
2/l 2 dR Ro

(iii) (- ~ V~ + ~(d2E2q) (R - Ro) + e,(Ro) - E:3 - E) tVv (R) = 0
zu 2 dR Ro

. ( h2 2 1 (d2 Eq) )(IV) - - VR + - -2 (R - Ro) + Eq(Ro) + E:3 - E tVv(R) = 0
2/l 2 dR Ro

5. The empirical expression of the nuclear potential (i.e. variation of electronic energy with inter-nuclear
separation) due to P M Morse is given by Eq (R) = Eq (00) + VCR), where VCR) is given by
(i) Deee-a(R-Ro) - 2e-2a(R-Ro)) ; (ii)De (e-2a(R-Ro) - 2e-a(R-Ro)); (iii) De (e -2a(R-Ro) + 2e-a(R-Ro))

(iv)De(2e-2a(R-Ro) + e-a(R-Ro))
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6. For a homo-nuclear diatomic molecule, if z-axis is taken along the line joining the nuclei, then which of the
following is incorrect?
(i) [H,Lz)=O; (ii) [H,L2)=0; (iii) [H,Lx);tO ; (iv) [H,Ly);tO

7. The energy required dissociating a KCImolecule into Katom and CI atom is +4.64 eV. Determine the equilibrium
separation of K+ and Cl nuclei in KCI if the first ionization potential of K is 4.34 eV and the electron affinity of CI is (-
)3.82 eV.
(i) O.79x10·10m, (ii) 1.79xlO·10m, (iii) 2.79x10·10m, (iv) 3.79x10·10m

8. Use the degeneracy of ::5th rotational level and Maxwell Boltzman distribution to find the ratio of the number of
molecules in rotational level ::5to that in ::5= 0 for a sample in thermal equilibrium. The ratio is maximum for::5
given by (/=moment of inertia)

1/2 3/2 2(.)(KTI) 1 . (..) (KTI) 1. (...) (KTI) 1 . (. ) (KTI) 1
,- - - II - - - "' - - - 'v - - -h2 2 r h2 2 ' h2 2 ' h2 2

9. Estimate the energy difference between the lowest and first vibrational state of HCI molecule ifthe equivalent
vibrational force constant is 470 N/m.
(i) 1.59xlO·18J; (ii) 0.59x10·19 J; (iii) 1.59xlO-19 J; (iv) 0.59xlO·18 J

10. Which of the following are correct statements of Franck-Condon principle of electronic transition in molecules.
(i) Electronic transition takes place with selection rule ll::5 = ±1 and llv = ±1
(ii) Electronic transition takes place so rapidly that a vibrating molecule does not change its inter-nuclear distance
appreciably during the transition.
(iii) Electronic transition takes place with selection rule llq = ±1 and llv = ±1
(iv) Electronic transition takes place with the inter-nuclear distance of both initial and final states the same and the
nuclei at end points of their oscillations.

11. Which of the following statement is correct with regard to the symmetry property of the rotational eigen
function ("I/J:J)?
(i) l!J:Jissymmetric if::5 is odd and anti-symmetric if::5 is even
(ii) 1/J:Jissymmetric if electronic eigen function (¢q) is symmetric and anti-symmetric if ¢q is anti-symmetric
(iii) 1/J:Jissymmetric if vibrational eigen function (<Pv)is symmetric and anti-symmetric if <Pv is anti-symmetric
(iv)1/J:Jissymmetric if::5 is even and anti-symmetric if::5 is odd

12. There is an effect of nuclear spin on the molecular energy states. There are two distinctly different species of
molecules. The species with symmetric nuclear spin is called ortho and the species with antisymmetric nuclear
spin is called para. The ratio of number of para species to that of ortho species of a molecule with nuclear spin 5 is
given by

(.) 5+1 (...) 5-1 (...) 5 (Iv) s,-; "'_. "'_. 'v-s s' 5+1' 5-1

13. Which of the following is the ratio of the total number of molecules in £!l excited vibrational states to the
number in the ground vibrational state if the levels are assumed to be equally spaced (va being the classical
vibrational frequency)
(i) ehvo/kT - 1· (ii) ehvo/kT + 1· (iii) 1 . (iv) 1

, r ehvo/kT -1' ehvo/kT +1
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14. Given the radial part ofthe Schrodinger equation for NaCI molecule is given by

_~2.~ (R2 d1/J(R)) + [VCR) + 3(3+1~h2] l/JCR) = El/JCR). The molecular potential V(R) can be empirically
21l R2 dR dR 21lR

described as VCR) = -2Vo G - 2~2}where 'a' is a characteristic length parameter. By expanding around the

minimum of the effective potential, show that for 10w:::S,the wave equation reduces to simple harmonic equation
with frequency given by
. ( 2~ ) 1/2 3(3+1)h2 .. ( ~ ) 1/2 3(3+1)h2
I a ·B- . II a ·B-
() lla2(l+B)3 ' - 21la2Va ' ( ) 2Ila2(l+B)3 ,- 21la2Vo

(iii) ( Va )1/2. B = 3(3+1)h2 . (iv) ( 2Vo )1/2. B = :3(:3+1)h2

Zlla2(1+B)3 , lla2Vo' lla2(1+B)3 , lla2Vo

15. The zero-point vibrational energy for H2 is 0.265 eV. What is the energy difference between successive
vibrationa I levels of D2?
(i) 0.265 eV ;(ii) 0.375 eV; (iii) 0.460 eV ; (iv) 0.530 eV

16. What percentage of the molecules in an ideal gas in equilibrium has speed with ±1% of most probable speed?
(i) 3.7%; (ii) 2.7%; (iii) 1.7%; (iv) 0.7%

17. The ratio of average speed to the most probable speed ofthe molecules in an ideal gas in equilibrium is
(i) 1.93; (ii) 1.63; (iii) 1.33; (iv) 1.13

18. If N/V is the number of molecules per unit volume of a gas at thermal equilibrium, then the condition for the
applicability of Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics is given by (m being the mass of molecules)

(.) (N) h
3 1 (..)(N) h

3 1 (...)(N) h
3

1 (.) (N) h
3

1I - « . II - » . III - « _. IV - »-
V (3mkTp/2 ' V (3mkT)3/2 ' V (3mkT)3/2 2 r V (3mkT)3/2 2

19. Find the ratio ofthe number of Hydrogen atom in first excited state (E2) to that in ground state (E1) at a
temperature of 106 K is (LlE= ErE1= 10.2eV)
(i) 3.55x10-10; (ii) 3.55x10-5; (iii) 3.55; (iv) 3.55xlOS

20. There are N distinguishable atoms distributed over two energy levels c1 = 0 and Cz = E in a paramagnetic
solid. The specific heat c, is given by

Nk(~re-E/kT Nk(~r(l+e-E/kT) Nk(~re-E/kT Nk(~)\l+e-E/kT)2
(i) Cv = (kT -E/kT) ; (ii) Cv = kT -E/kT ; (iii) Cv = kT 2; (iv) Cv = kT -E/kT

1+e e (1+e-E/kT) e

21. Determine approximately the ratio of the probability of spontaneous emission to the probability of stimulated
emission at room temperature for a microwave radiation at wavelength of 1.0cm.
(i) 5.0; (ii) 0.5; (iii) 0.05; (iv) 0.005

22. If CF is the Fermi energy of a metal at OaK, then the average energy of an electron is
(i) 2CF/S; (ii)3cpjS; (iii) 4CF/S ; (iv) CF

23. Which of the following expression is the energy of one mole of crystalline solid at a temperature T due to
Peter Debye:

(.)47rVf,Vm hv zd (..) 87rVf,Vm hv zd (... ) 47rVf,Vm hv zd (. ) 87rVf,Vm hv zd
I - v v· II - V v· III - V v· IV - V V

c3 0 ehv/kT -1 ' c3 0 ehv/kT -1 ' c3 0 (ehV/kT _1)2 , c3 0 (ehV/kT _1)2

24. A two level atom is irradiated with a monochromatic radiation of electric field Eet) = [co, O.O]coswt. If the
frequency ofthe radiation is resonant with the atom, the atom oscillates (Raby oscillation(!lR)) between the two
energy levels with a frequency given by
(i) l-e(11~IZ}EoI; (ii)I-Z7re(~xIZ}Eo I; (iii) l-e(11~IZ}Eo I; (iv) I-Z7re(~lzIZ}EoI
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25. A two level atom is under resonant perturbation by light field. If the atom is known to be in ground state at t =
0, then the probability of finding the atom in the upper level at any time t is given by

(i) cas (n;t); (ii) icos (n;t); (iii) sin (n;t); (iv) isin (n;t)
26. The density matrix for an ensemble of similar atoms is given by Pnm = Ls PsC~* C~, where Ps is
(i) Quantum mechanical probability; (ii) Statistical probability; (iii) Normalization constant; (iv) None

27. The expectation value of an operator A over an ensemble of similar atoms with density matrix fJ is given by

(i) (A) = fJ·A; (ii) (A) = A.fJ; (iii)(A) = Trace(fJ.A); (iv) (A) = Trace(A.fJ)

28. The time evolution of density matrix of an ensemble of similar atoms is given by

(i) Pnm = ~ [H, fJ]nm; (ii) Pnm = ~ [fJ,R]nm; (iii)Pnm = ~ [p, R]nm; (iv) Pnm = ~ [H, fJ]nm

29. The interferogram signal of an FTIR is the variation of white light interference intensity with the delay between
the two arms of Michelson interferometer. The signal is represented by

[ [too I(W)e-iWTdw}] [[too I(W)e-iWTdw}]
(i) sig(r) 0( 2£ 1+ 1m -j+oo ; (ii)sig(r) 0( 2£ 1+ Re -oof+oo

-00 I(w)dw -00 I(w)dw

[ [
f+oo l(w)e-iWT dW}] [[too l(w)e-iWT dW}]

(iii) sig(r) 0( £ 1+ 1m -j+oo ; (iv) sig(r) 0( e 1+ Re -oof+oo
-00 I(w)dw -00 I(w)dw

30. Which of the following parameters determine the spectral resolution of FTIR?
(i) Spectral bandwidth of the white light source ;(ii) Maximum delay between the arms of MI
(iii) Proper apodization of interferogramdata; (iv) Delay between two successive data of interferogram

**************************************END*******************************************
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